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TOPIC:  Breach of Duty – ERISA Statute of Limitations Discovery Period 

 

CITATIONS:  Dublin Eye Associates, P.C., et al, Plaintiffs–Appellants, vs 

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company, et al., Defendants–Appellees, No. 14–

5283, 2014 WL 5369266 (6
th

 Cir., Oct. 22, 2014).  

 

SUMMARY: The trustees of a qualified pension plan had allowed a life insurance agent 

to manage the plan’s investments.  For many years, the plan’s trustees—the plaintiffs 

here—received invoices and other documents indicating that the plan was purchasing 

vastly more life insurance policies than the agent had told them it would.  However, the 

plaintiffs never read any of those documents.  Even after the plaintiffs finally caught on 

to this discrepancy, they waited almost four years to bring this ERISA suit.  As a result, 

the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld a district court’s decision that the professional 

corporation’s claims for a breach of fiduciary duty were barred by the statute of 

limitations discovery period rule.   

 

FACTS:  Dublin Eye, a professional corporation, established a pension plan with Mass 

Mutual in 1980.  The doctors allowed Thomas Ackerman—their Mass Mutual agent, 

close friend, and cousin of the plan’s administrator—to make all investment decisions for 

the plan.  

 

Ackerman: 

 

o falsely told the doctors that Mass Mutual required the plan to spend 10% 

of its assets on life insurance, 

 

o told the doctors that the plan would purchase one or two policies for each 

of the plan’s participants, but in fact—without the doctors’ knowledge—

sold as many as ten policies per participant to the plan, 
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o sold annuities to a separate, defined-benefit plan that Dublin Eye 

maintained alongside its pension plan, 

 

o asked the doctors to sign blank application forms, which they did, and  

 

o allegedly forged the doctors’ signatures on other documents. 

  

For years thereafter, Mass Mutual mailed invoices for all these policies to Dublin Eye.  

Each of the invoices—including one for $90,500—listed all of the policies the plan had 

purchased, along with the name of the person insured by each policy.  

 

However, the doctors never looked at these invoices.  Instead, only the office manager 

handled them.  She forwarded the invoices to Dublin Eye’s accountant, then adjusted the 

amount of payment per the accountant’s instructions, prepared a check, and presented the 

check and coupon to a doctor for approval.  

  

Dublin Eye also received numerous other plan documents, including cost-of-insurance 

reports, account statements, and annual reports.  Ackerman visited Dublin Eye several 

times a year, bringing with him banker’s boxes filled with documents, forms for the 

doctors to sign, or reports on the plan’s investments—some of which showed the number 

of policies purchased for each participant.  

 

However, again the doctors rarely read anything. As a result, the papers sat in the plan 

administrator’s office until Ackerman threw them out.  Eventually, Ackerman stopped 

bringing as many documents during his visits. 

 

In 1998, the plan participants assumed control of their own investments. Ackerman left 

Mass Mutual, but continued to sell other investments (stocks, bonds, mutual funds) to the 

plan participants.  A few years later, Ackerman failed to provide the trustees with 

information needed for a report.  The trustees asked another agent to investigate.  In 

2007, he reported that the plan owned 50 life insurance policies—more than double the 

number expected.  The trustees complained to Mass Mutual, but its internal investigation 

uncovered no wrongdoing. 

  

More than four years later, in 2011, Dublin Eye sued Mass Mutual, Ackerman, and the 

plan’s third-party administrators.  It alleged the defendants violated their fiduciary duties 

under ERISA by misstating material facts concerning the life insurance policies, 

wrongfully profiting from the policies’ sale, and fraudulently inducing the plan to buy the 

policies and annuities, among other things. 

  

The Kentucky federal district court dismissed certain of Dublin Eye’s claims that were 

based on fraud, holding that the claims were not plead with sufficient particularity, 

finding that Dublin Eye had been dilatory.  The court granted summary judgment to Mass 

Mutual on all remaining claims, holding they were time-barred.  

 



This appeal followed that court’s decision.  The Appeals Court examined Dublin Eye’s 

principal argument, on appeal, that its ERISA claims for breach of fiduciary duty—based 

upon Ackerman’s sale to the plan of multiple life-insurance policies per member—were 

not barred by the statute of limitations.  

 

Here are the key statute of limitations rules: 

 

 Normally, an ERISA claim for breach of fiduciary duty must be brought 

no later than six years after the breach itself, or three years after the 

plaintiff has actual knowledge of the breach, whichever is earlier.  

 

 Where there is fraud or concealment, the statute’s so-called discovery rule 

extends the filing deadline to ―six years after the date of discovery of such 

breach or violation.‖ 

 

 The discovery rule’s six-year period runs from the date when a reasonably 

diligent plaintiff would have discovered the breach, not from when the 

plaintiff actually did so. 

 

Here, Dublin Eye waited more than three years after it actually knew of the alleged 

breach in 2007 to bring suit.  Both the lower and the Appeals Court noted that there were 

two reasons Dublin Eye should have known about the unauthorized life insurance sales at 

least six years before it brought this lawsuit. 

 

First, Dublin Eye received invoices that plainly showed that the plan owned as many as 

ten policies per participant.  Even though the P.C. argued that this fact does not matter 

because only the firm’s office manager and none of the doctors—the plan’s trustees—

even looked at the invoices, the court stated that: 

 

 A person—particularly an ERISA trustee—who receives a document is 

presumed to have knowledge of its contents, and  

 

 There is no legal exception to this rule for people who say they are too 

busy to read what is sent to them. 

  

The second reason the doctors should have known about the plan’s purchases of excess 

policies on the numerous occasions when the doctors signed forms surrendering them.  

On one occasion, the doctors signed forms surrendering nine policies for Dr. Smith alone 

(who was a plan trustee as well as participant). 

 

As a defense, Dublin Eye responded that the doctors signed blank surrender forms. The 

Appeals Court’s answer to that is classic: 

 

To state that argument is to answer it. A reasonably diligent plaintiff 

would have discovered the basis of these claims years before the plaintiffs 

did here.  

 



RELEVANCE:  There are many lessons to be learned from this case.  The most 

important lesson from an agent or broker’s point of view is that ethics matters—that all 

agents are tainted to some degree by the acts of those practitioners who, out of greed, 

deliberately mislead and defraud clients.   

 

From a client’s viewpoint, the misdeeds of the agent here seem to be rewarded by the 

lapse of time.  However, his reputation and bank account both suffered from the two 

court cases.  In addition, clients need to understand that they may pay the price when a 

plan’s trustees or company’s officers are not diligent with regard to the selection of 

professionals.  No one is excused from reading documents they receive. 

 

Finally, this is yet one more of hundreds of cases in which agreeing to sign blank forms 

have led to trouble.  Certainly, a request by an agent or broker for a client to do so is a 

tell-tale sign of unethical and possibly fraudulent behavior. 

 

WRNewswire #14.11.18 was written by Steve Leimberg of Leimberg Information 

Services, Inc. (LISI) and Leimberg & LeClair, Inc. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

This information is intended solely for information and education and is not 

intended for use as legal or tax advice. Reference herein to any specific tax or other 

planning strategy, process, product or service does not constitute promotion, 

endorsement or recommendation by AALU. Persons should consult with their own 

legal or tax advisors for specific legal or tax advice. 
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